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Introduction. Certainly one of the most significant
innovations in the development of the Germanic lan8uages
was the fixation of primary word-stress on the so-called
root syllable. The repercussions of this chanee continue to this day effecting both the phonology and the
morphology of the several Germanic languages. One of
these effects has been the reduction and loss of unstressed vowels in the Modern German dialects.. The reduced
vowel may be lost at the end of a word (apocope) or in a
pretonal prefi:x (syncope). The following examples in
standard German orthography illustrate these two types
of vowel loss (K5nig 1978:159):
Apocope:

Syncope

!£h f ahr
im Haus
Gans
mud
gs a gt
bsonders

vs. ich fahre
im Hause
Ganse
mude
vs. gesagt
besonders

'I go/drive'
'in the house'
'geese'
'tired'
'said'
'especially'

Within the German dialects we find a high degree of
variation in both apocope and syncope. Many have argued
that the variation in apocope is due to the relative
strength of the morphological categories represented by
the vowel to be lost (case, number, person, etc.). On
the other hand certain dialects exhibit a distinctly
phonological basis for the variatione The same holds
true for syncopee The loss of ~ in prefixes evidences
a marked phonologica.l conditioning of the variation as
we proceed from dialect to dialect.
The question that I wish to examine in this paper
is whether the loss of unstressed a occurs in some
principled manner. Although the phonological situation
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may seem at first glance to be rather complicated, I
will argue that both processes can be clarified and
better understood when viewed within a framework of
atomic phonology as series of derived rule additions
to basic rules of apocope and syncope.
1. Apocope. When we use the term apocope in German
dialectology we mean specifically the loss of final =.§.
(or schwa) in all words which had such an -e in the
normalized Middle High German of c. 1200. Apocope was
a rather consequent event in many German dialects,
esRecially in South Bavarian where written evidence
for apocope is found as early as the 12th century. In
northern or Low German dialects apocope is not evidenced
until the 16th century in Mecklenburg. Today, final .=.!t
is retained in a narrow band of dialects extending from
the Dutch border in the northwest to Silesia (now Polish)
in the southeast. Dialects retaining =.g, include Westphalian, Eastphalian, Brandenburg with Berlin, North
Hessian, Thuringisch and Upper Saxon. =.g, was lost in
all western and southern dialects (Franconian, Bavarian,
Alemannic - except fringe Swiss German dialects) and in
northern and northeastern Low German dialects as the
following examples illustrate (apocope examples from
Schirmunski 1962:159-161):
South Hessian 'Hase/hare'
hQ1?.
'Auge/eye'
illr
'bose/angry'
~
'helfe/I help'
h.tlf
Mecklenburg Ml
'Koble/coal'
hnv
'Hofe/farms'
'greife/I grasp'
grib
'taufte/he baptized'
do ft
(dialect forms are presented in simplified version
for greater clarity,i.e, some diacritics omitted)
The borders of apocope for various grammatical
categories do not coincide. For instance, the final .=.!t

rmm~

of a plural ending
retained in a much
singular ending in
be confronted with
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in a word like Ganse 'geese' is
larger area than the .=!l of the dative
.fil! ~ 'at home' o We thus seem to
a morphologically conditioned process.

However, phonological factors surface when we
examine the loss of .=.§. in those dialects through which
the more general isoglosses pass. In dialects on the
border between Low Fra.nconian and Low Saxon in the northwest we find ::.Q. retained after stop connonants, but lost
after voiced fricatives and sonorants: strota 'Stra3e/
stF.eet', bluam 'Blume/flower', mils 'Mause/mice'. In
Thuringisch, which generally exhibits a more conservative
position in regard to vowel loss, we find final ::.Q. lost
after sonorants only: bero.1am 'bequem/comfortable', h~n
'Hahn/rooster', tsAl 1 Zahl/number 1 o The loss of .:Q.
after sonorants is evidenced in southern dialects as
early as Middle High German times.. Typically, this loss
is a feature of the standard literary language: beguem
'comfortable',~ 'empty'.
2. Syncope. The term syncope is used similarly to
characterize the loss of ~ (schwa) non-finally,
primarily in the prefixes be- and ge-o Again, the
normalized. Middle High German serves as the ref crence
point for this process. We can make the general statement that the loss of pretonal ~ in the prefixes h£.::.
and ge- occurs in a strictly phonological manner. The
degree of loss in a given dialect depends on the nature
of the following consonant, the consonant which initiates
the stressed syllable.
The loss of -e- intensifies as we move from north
to south in the High German dialects. We can see distinct stages in the development of this process which
are totally independent of any morphological category.
Schirmunski (1962:166) believes that the variation in
syncope is just as significant for the classification of
the German dialects as the High German sound shift and
the developments in long VO\'lels and diphthongs.
The High German dialects exhibit a five-way distinction in the loss of ~ in the prefixes ge- and Q.§.::. :
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I. ··The northernmost group (Low and Middle Franconian, Lower and Upper Hessian, East Middle German)
generally retains ~ regardless of the following
consonant (examples for s~cope Schirmunski 1962:
167-169): gabona 'gebunden/bound', gafoan 'gefahren/
driven', gamolga 'gemolken/milked'.
II. In South Hessian and Pfalzisch -e- is lost
when followed by voiceless spirants and h• When
h is the initial consonant of the stressed syllable
the remaining consonant of the prefix changes into
a strongly aspirated stop (fortis). In all other
environments .=.g.:: is retained: gfloga 'geflogen/
.flovm', khad 'gehabt/had', gabaud 1 gebaut/built 1 •
III. In South Franconian, East Franconian and
JJower Alsatian -e- is lost in all instances valid
for Group II as well as \'/hen followed by non-nasal
sonorant consonants and the voiced glide w : illg1
1 gelegt/laid 1 , gruna 1 geronnen/run 1, gwisa 1gewiesen/pointed1.
IV. In Swabian, Upper Alsatian and Bavarian ~ is
lost in all possible environments. Prefix initial
~ is also lost if the loss occurs before a stop
obstruent: braxt 1 gebracht/brought', gfonda 'gefunden/found', gmaxd 1gemacht/made 1 •
V. In Swiss German ~ loss patterns similarly to
that of Group IV. However, differences in the consonant system, the retention of lenis-f ortis contrast in stop consonants, trigger different results
in the .reduced prefixes: ksi •gesehen/seen', kxaiift
'gekauft/bought' , pxanna 'bekennen/to lmow 1 •

In addition to this more recent syncope, there was
apparently an older syncope in almost all dialects
before a following sonorant, especially 1 or ;£,• This
syncope occurs in Middle High German times and is also
reflected in the standard language as well as in dialects
which typically do not syncopate: bleiben 'to stay',
glauben 'to believe•. Different consonant reflexes in
Swiss German attest to the isolated development of this
process: glix 'gleich/rieht away', bliba 'bleiben/to
stay'.

1rnm.
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A few East Middle German dialects preserve prefix
in all instances; these dialects even insert -ewhere it is historical ly unjustified : eelid 'Glied/
limb', golands 'Glanz/sple ndor•.
~

3. Analysis. I.f we attempt to analyze apocope and syncope as diachronic rule additions we find that both
appear to conform to the general notions underlying
atomic phonology. That is, variations on a phonologic al
process derive in a precise manner from a most limited,
most specific rule characteriz ing that process, an
atomic rule. The manner of rule generaliza tion, complement rule addition, has been fully explicated elsewhere (cf. Dinnsen 1976, Keel 1977).

As we have already seen, apocope exhibits little
variation in most dialects~ Rule (1) represents the
formulatio n of apocope for most High and Low German
dialects.
(1)

[-st~ess] ~

¢

/_II

However, those dialects which do exhibit phonological variations of general apocope are most significan t.
We have seen that some dialects, such as Thuringisch ,
lose final .=g_ only after sonorant consonants . These
dialects are the most conservativ e with respect to ::g
loss. The situation in those dialects can be characterized by rule (2), a much more limited rule than rule (1).
(2)

v

[-stress]

/[+cons]
II
[+son ]--

The other group of dialects in the northwest, which
exhibited variation in apocope, revealed ~ retai~~1
only after voiceless obstruents . Thus for these
dialects rule (3) offers an accurate description of
apocopeo
(3)

v

[-stress]

[+cons ]
f,L
/ [+voice]-r
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Rule (3), of course, is more general than rule (2); it
applies in more instances. By the same token, rule (1)
is more general than rule (3).
A brief analysis of the three rules in question
reveals that these rules satisfy the conditions imposed
by atomic phonology on rule generalization. It could be
argued that apocope began initially as .=.!1 loss after
sonorants. The redundant feature of [+voice] in the
sonorants permitted a later expansion of the rule's
environment to include voiced obstruents. Finally, once
obstruents formed part of the rule's environment, the
way was clear :for the introduction of voiceless
obstruents into the environmente Of course, once all
consonants were included, it would be no longer
necessary to mention them in the rule itself. Vfuether
such a scenario is true for this process awaits diachronic investigation. Vfuat is significant is that no dialect
exhibits -e loss variations which would violate the
principleS-of atomic phonology, such as loss of .=,!1 after
sonorants and voiceless obstruents only.
As with apocope, a large number of dialects have
lost ~ in unstressed prefixes. Rule (4) provides us
with a starting point for our discussion. Rule (4)
would characterize syncope in a dialect such as Bavarian,
where the process is essentially exceptionless. Again,
our interest in not the rule itself, but possible
variations of the rule.
(4)

[ -st~e~38 ]

----7

¢

I II[ -cont]_c

\'le noted at the end of our discussion of the data
for syncope that there was apparently and older rule of
syncope which deleted prefix -e- before a sonorant consonant. All dialects exhibit°lJiis stage of development
as well as the standard language. This syncope can be
characterized by rule (5).

(5)

v

[-stress]

I

[+cons]
--[+son ]

~c

1

Is rule (5) then the most basic rule for syncope

rmm.
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and the starting point for the further development of
the process? My answer is no. I base this response on
two crucial points: First, (5) must apply in dialects
where the initial consonant is not a stop and, second,
application of (5) results in different initial consonant clusters, particularly in Swiss German.. It seems
that the so-called older syncope is a totally distinct
process.
Where, then, does syncope begin? Rule (6), which
describes the syncope of =.Q.= when followed by a voiceless spir?..nt, seems to be the most limited rule for this
process.
(G)

[-st:ess]

---7 ~ I l/[-contJ_f:~~~~e1

The next group of dialects (Group III) syncopates
before 1, ~ and ~· At first glance, we may wonder
why these consonants should function as a class, but
closer analysis of redundant features and phonemic inventories of the dialects reveal that 1, ~ and ~ constitute
the class of voiced continuants in these dialects. We
can express this additional set of environments for syncope as rule (7).
~

(7)

v

[-stress]

¢

I 11(-contJ_f :~~~~e~

Since these dialects also syncopate before voiceless
continuants, we can formulate rule (8) as the more general rule of syncope.
(8)

[-st~ess] ~

¢ I #[-contJ_[ +cont]

The southernmost dialects which exhibit syncope
before all consonants, characterized by rule (4), have
in effect added rule (9) to rule (8). Rule (9)
describes vowel syncope before a non-continuant consonant. Note that this is sufficient to include nasal
consonants as well as stop obstruents in the syncopating
environment.
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(9)

[-st~ess] ----7>

¢

/ //[-cont]_[-cont]

As with the rules for apocope, we find the extension of the most limited syncope rule, (6), occurring
according to the principles of atomic phonology. In rule
(7) a complementary class of segments is added to the
environment of (6) and results in the generalized rule
(8). Similarly, rule (9) adds a complementary class of
segments to the environment of (8), resulting in the
final rule of syncope, rule (4). Since other logically possible developments in syncope do not in fact
occur, syncope in the German dialects provides strong
confirmation for the basic principles of atomic phonolor:,y.

4.

Other issues. Beyond the significance of this study
for atomic phonology, other related issues for further
investigation have emerged. '11he process of syncope
tends to destroy the "natural" syllable structure from
one of CVCV to one of CCV. Typically, languages introduce rules to break up consonant clusters. The German
dialects discussed here appear to be behaving unnaturally because they delete vowels to create consonant
clusters. Another issue is the relationship of syncope
and its creation of consonant clusters and the development of syllable initial affricates in the Upper German
dialects. Interestingly, those dialects which exhibit
the highest degree of affrication (South Bavarian and
Swiss German) are the most consistent in· syncope as well.
Thus these dialects seem to have a more general tendency
tovmrd initial consonant clustering. Also, recalling
rule (6), the clusters created by syncope - stop +
fricative - parallel the phonetic detail of the so-called affricates ts, .E.f, kx:. To be sure, many of the syncope clusters are not homorganic as are the affricates,
but the relationship is intriguing. Finally, perhaps
all of these developments are trying to tell us somethinCT about the ultimate drive of the Germanic languages
toward monosyllabicity.
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